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From Skyrim Vicky ALL POSTSKhajiit caravan timestampsId as if wikis indicate what hours of hajit caravans arrive in the holds/cities, what days are present, and how many hours in between before the caravans begin to travel again. If their itineraries are mentioned, extensive research and information
should be provided about caravan timestamps as some are very short and others are very condescending. It should also be mentioned how long they will stay in the camp in the presence of dragonborns before the trip, as this will blow their schedules, thus is relevant and useful information. In fact every
NPC ingame has a time stamp for every activity they do through the skyrim land, having this information will benefit the player signifigantly as the routes of caravans signifigantly huge. (99.20.242.142 17:17, 21 August 2015 (UTC)) (edited by Fandom) 0I think they're assuming to spend two days in one
city before they camp out to go to another city, but people have said if you stay close they won't (the camp may need a loading screen to be added or removed). They can also be delayed on the road too so although they have a schedule they can't stick to it. If there was an exact time table (no where it
seems to be one), it would probably end up being wrong most of the time. (edited by AzuraKnight)0Its random for each of your characters, your character will have their own random schedule, AzuraKnight ^^ is right as they will stay about two days in each hold of their caravan they are on, they can also get
stuck on the road, as AzuraKnight said. P.S. This information I collected myself on my 543 hours on Skyrim, if you have proof that this is wrong, please report P.S.S It may be wrong (edited by Phantom phone guyHD)0Fast journeys between cities caravans visit honestly the best choice. I think each one
has only two stops, but I could be wrong. If you need to know their routes you can record it, or take your Skyrim poster, and nail it to the wall; Then use pins and yarn to map the movement of the caravan. (edited by Creu Downstar) I just wanted a guide on where they would be... XD (edited by
Fandom)Source:I just wanted a guide on where they would be... XD I also just just wanted to get them to get a baby doll in Hearthfire extensions! (edited by user Fandom) I think there are fashion nexusmods.com that will mark the location of caravans with a quest marker. I think I remember seeing at least
one. Ah, here it is. I don't know if posting URLs is no-no on this site or not, so I'll post where I found it plus the name mod. It's at the Steam Workshop and the name Hajit Caravan Tracker. I haven't tried it yet so I don't know how well it works. (under In fact, the token quest is available in Skyrim vanilla for
the caravan that Dawnstar visits. Harjo, a potential follower, has a desire to bring a moon amulet, which he lost to the bandits. If you get it, you can use this quest marker to find and track them down. And yes, yes, did it himself. Right now though, I don't have a quest available as I haven't seen them on my
current character. (edited by Fandom) Sun June 03, 2012 1:51 pm Does anyone know if Hajit caravans have a fixed schedule when they come and go to their places? I'm trying to RP as a caravan guard with an Ahkari caravan and we sat at Dawnstar for two weeks. I thought we were on our way, but
apparently not. This makes me wonder if their schedule is random or whether the player is causing them to arrive/leave by leaving the neighborhood. Any information would be great. I've been chopping wood and mining it all the time, because there's not much you can do at Dawnstar! Chris Johnston
Posts: 3392Joined: Fri Ill 07, 2006 12:40pm Sun June 03, 2012 2:41pm Nevermind, wrong question. I don't think they should have stayed at Dawnstar for so long... Caravans usually depart after a few days, I don't think it has anything to do with the player. Maybe try to go on a little adventure while they're
safe around the city and then role-playing games that they forgot and left without you? Jamie Moysey Posts: 3452Joined: Sun May 13, 2007 6:31am Sun June 03, 2012 11:17am Caravan Ahkari travels between Riften and Dawnstar, so you can try searching on the way or at either Windhelm or Riften.I'm
with her caravan now at Dawnstar. The problem is, we haven't gone anywhere in a couple of weeks. Christine Pane Messages: 3306Joined: Mon 23 April 2007 2:14am Sun June 03, 2012 9:23pm I with her caravan now at Dawnstar. The problem is, we haven't gone anywhere in a couple of weeks. If
you've been glued to their sides they can't go anywhere, it may take you to leave for them to go. All I can say is try it, and if they're gone when you come back, then find the et on the road. Emma-Jane Merrin Posts: 3477Joined: Fri 08, 2008 1:52am Sun June 03, 2012 4:30pm Interesting Opening. I've
often thought that the rules that dictate When they need to head, based on this observation, perhaps an event to start moving is triggered by the player, not with the fixed routine of Joey Avelar Messages: 3370Joined: Sat August 11, 2007 11:11am Sun June 03, 2012 7:57pm If you were glued to their side
they can't go anywhere, it may take you to leave you heading. All I can say is try it, and if they're gone when you come back, then find the et on the road. I guess that's my only option. I'll try to report it. Ross Thomas Posts: 3371Joined: Sat Yul 21, 2007 12:06am Sun June 03, 2012 2:18pm Well, I left the
camp to go explore the hills nearby and on my return, they had already cleared and dumped me! Time to high-tail it (no pun) and catch up with them! Fast Draw III Messages: 3372Joined: Sat 20 October 2007 6:27 am Sun June 03, 2012 8:21 am Well, I left the camp to go explore the hills nearby and on
my return, already cleaned up and abandoned me! Time to high-tail it (no pun) and catch up with them! So we we conclusion that Hajit's caravans do not leave while you are in or around their camp. The more I learn about this game, the more I want to know. Kari Depp Posts: 3427Joined: St. August 23,
2006 3:19pm Return to V - Skyrim UESPWiki - Your source for senior scrolls from 1995 Hajit traders caravans of stray Traders Hajit who travel between different settlements in Skyrim with their surroundings, which includes trainers and mercenaries who protect the group. After completing several quests
for the Thieves Guild, the merchant in each caravan will become a fence and buy stolen goods. All three caravans are owned and operated by Ri'saad, although he divided his workers into three small groups and assigned each of them a different trade route. Hajit caravans can be found on the road
between destinations and will do business with passing travelers. Arriving in the city, they will set up a camp with tents and a fire at the main entrance to the city, ready to trade with customers. Rare Curios Creation adds a number of items that are available exclusively from Hajit traders, most of which are
rare ingredients with otherwise unattainable alchemy effects. Ri'saad's own caravan caravan has a trade route between Whiterun and Markaret and includes the Atahbach fence and the target of the Dark Brotherhood of Ma'randru-jo. They are protected by mercenary Haila, who is a regular Sneak trainer.
The Accari Ahkari caravan is accompanied by the fence of Seinabi and travels between Riften and Downstar. They are protected by mercenaries Dromaras, the general speech coach, and Harjo, who becomes a follower after receiving his moon Amulet. The Ma'dran route between Windhelm and Solitude
proved to be very profitable during the Civil War. He is protected by mercenaries Rajinda and Ma'jad, who are both a fence and an expert instructor in Lockpiking. People edit † these people only become fences after completing the Thieves Guild Caravan Fence quest. This Skyrim-related article is a stub.
You can help by expanding it. Common Goods MerchantsTrainingFencing services Hajit Caravans group of traveling merchants from Elsweira with unmarked locations. They can be found walking on the roads of Skyrim between their campsites, and even pausing to do business with Dragonborn while on
the go. Their camps are usually located near the stables of several settlements. At the conclusion of the main and restoration quests of the Guild of Thieves, there may be an alliance between the two groups, opening some caravan traders as fences. Review edit source Hajit caravans in Skyrim are small
bands of stray traders who sell a wide range of items from swords to Skooma. Each of the three groups has one owner who handles all customers and decides trading paths. Then they usually hire three of Hadjiit's mercenaries to protect the goods. Suspicion of racial stereotypes has forced The residents
of Nord to ban Hajin mobile gangs from entering the cities, so they have to make a camp outside the walls. This policy applies only to caravans, as other well-known Hajites (J'zago, Shawari) who live in cities, as well as Hajit Dragonborn (or any of their followers of the Hajit) are welcome in the cities.
Caravans edit the source of the Caravan System in Skyrim consists of the following three stray bands of Hadjit merchants, and their respective surroundings: Caravan Ri'saad's edit source Caravan led by Ri'saad is the richest of the three, and enjoys the most lucrative shopping route. Rifat's route runs
between Markaret and Whiterun. The caravan has a variety of products and offers a tanning rack for crafting purposes. Ri'saad is accompanied by Atahba and Ma'randra-jo. The trio is guarded by Haila, who also offers training at Sneak to 50 (Adept). Ri'saad and Atahba can become fences. Caravan
Ahkari edit source Caravan led by Akhkari follows the route, which includes Dawnstar and Riften. The caravan offers a variety of goods and services. Ahkari is accompanied by zinabi, and the pair are protected by Dromarash and Harjo. Ahkari also offers training at Pickpocket up to level 50 (Adept) and
Dro'marash offers instruction in speech up to level 50 (Adept). Seinabi can become a fence and Harjo is also available as a follower, provided that his stolen Moon Amulet is extracted from the bandits who took him. Ma'dran's caravan editing source Caravan led by Ma'dran has profited greatly from the



Stormcloak uprising, as weapons and armor are a specialty of the caravan, and their route runs from Windhelm to Solitude. Ma'dran is accompanied by two of his guards, Majhad and Rajinda. Ma'jhad also offers training at Lockicking, up to level 75 (expert). Ma'jad can also become a fence. Trivia (edited
by editing source) Ri'saad is labeled as necessary because of its relevance in the Quest Moon Sugar to Ri'saad quest. Hajit caravans are a good place to buy lockpicks, often having 30 or more in stock. If the quest to get the moon Amulet Harjo back for him begins, and the amulet is received, Dragonborn
can always know where Ahkari is until they give the amulet back to Harjo. Each caravan keeps its stock in invisible breasts, the only proof that found them is an open chest tip. No reward will be added for taking details from them and they restock after waiting 48 hours and inspecting the sales inventory of
the merchant dresser belongs to. Ahkari shares can be found behind trees near the Iron-Breaker mine in Dawnstar between some rocks near the tree, which is to the left of the mine, when facing the entrance to the mine. Ma'dran stock chest can be found in the middle of the first stone wall (the side
closest to the river), outside The Markaret, where sets it it up Ri'saad in the chest warehouse can be found nearby, where Ma'dran sets up shop outside Solitude. Found squatting and searching around the area between a small tree and a cliff with a road approaching Solitude. Hajit caravans always have
a fresh supply of Mackerch and Moon Sugar. Caravans use many tents as shelter, but they cannot be seen carrying them while traveling. Unlike conventional common goods traders, they do not sell arrows. Errors (edit the source of editing) This section contains errors related to Hajit Caravans. Before
adding an error to this list, consider this: Please restart the old save to confirm if an error is still occurring. If an error is still going on, please post an error report with the appropriate system template 360/XB1, PS3/PS4, PC/MAC, NX, depending on which platform (s) the bug was detected on. Be descriptive
when listing errors and fixes, but avoid conversations in the description and/or using first-person anecdotes: such discussions belong on the appropriate forum board. Click to see a list of bugs that Ri'saad sometimes can't appear in Whiterun after completing the Blade quest in the dark with Delphine. His
other three followers, however, will still travel but will not be setting up camp. (Unconfirmed: Xbox360 - needs further testing) Ri'saad can be found outside Windhelm, where Ma'drana's caravan sets up shop. He would stand with Ma'dran, as if talking; If Ria Saad is activated for the barter, Ma'dran will
respond by saying that he has no gums. They appear to be stuck in their seats, unable to move. (Unconfirmed: Xbox360 - needs further testing). The remaining three Hajits in the Caravan can be found standing next to each other, making it difficult to receive the Contract: Kill Ma'randra-jo award given by
the Dark Brotherhood. One of the methods that a player can use to kill Ma'randra-jo without giving rewards is to threaten him in dialogue, forcing him to become hostile. He can then be killed in self-defence. However, sometimes other Hajit does not seem to mind if he is killed next to them, even if he was
attacked first, and will talk to Dragonborn as they usually would (checked twice, first time worked, but when downloading from the previous save and talked, then attacked - links to the below-mind as well). This glitch can be fixed during the completion of Find Thalmor Assassin. Ri'saad can tell
Dragonbourne that Jatarr is not a member of the caravan, and his involvement seems to correct the mistake. However, this will require that Malborn survive thanks to diplomatic immunity. PC 360 PS3 Sometimes, Hajit in the caravan will appear, but their tent is not. However, it is rare and tends to correct
itself after the first encounter with a bug. cases when it will happen nonstop, but you can still trade with them. PS3 (Fix) sleeps 5-6 days in one of your homes. 360 (FIX) wait 1-3 hours. PC 360 360 Tents for caravans are marked in appropriate places, but the Hajits are not there. (It happened outside
Solitude, Windhelm, Riften, Whiterun, Downstar and Marchart). This may be due to the relocation of the Hajits from one city to another. The location of the tents will not be updated until they reach a new destination. It is solved by waiting three hours. PC Infrequently, if Dragonborn is killed by Hajit, they
will continue to attack the body. PC Ahkari caravan can get stuck in Riften and not go to Dawnstar. Appearance (edited editing source) The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Deutsch Espa'ol Italiano: Some of the above links are affiliate links, that is, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you
click and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted. skyrim dawnstar khajiit caravan location. skyrim dawnstar khajiit caravan disappeared. skyrim dawnstar khajiit caravan glitch. skyrim se dawnstar khajiit caravan. skyrim dawnstar khajiit caravan
schedule
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